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ABSTRACT
Computer-aided detection (CAD) has been used in screening mammography for many years and is likely to be
utilized for digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT). Higher detection performance is desirable as it may have an
impact on radiologist’s decisions and clinical outcomes. Recently the algorithms based on deep convolutional
architectures have been shown to achieve state of the art performance in object classification and detection.
Similarly, we trained a deep convolutional neural network directly on patches sampled from two-dimensional
mammography and reconstructed DBT volumes and compared its performance to a conventional CAD algorithm
that is based on computation and classification of hand-engineered features. The detection performance was
evaluated on the independent test set of 344 DBT reconstructions (GE SenoClaire 3D, iterative reconstruction
algorithm) containing 328 suspicious and 115 malignant soft tissue densities including masses and architectural
distortions. Detection sensitivity was measured on a region of interest (ROI) basis at the rate of five detection
marks per volume. Moving from conventional to deep learning approach resulted in increase of ROI sensitivity
from 0.832 ± 0.040 to 0.893 ± 0.033 for suspicious ROIs; and from 0.852 ± 0.065 to 0.930 ± 0.046 for malignant
ROIs. These results indicate the high utility of deep feature learning in the analysis of DBT data and high
potential of the method for broader medical image analysis tasks.
Keywords: Computer-aided detection (CAD), deep learning, convolutional neural networks (CNN), digital
breast tomosynthesis (DBT), digital mammography

1. INTRODUCTION
1

Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a relatively new imaging modality in which systems image a breast by
moving an X-ray source and exposing the breast to radiation from multiple angles, thus acquiring high resolution,
planar digital projections.2 Then, given the projection data, a 3D DBT volume is typically created using one
of the reconstruction algorithms.3 Such 3D images enable physicians to visualize important mammographic
structures at specified reconstruction heights reducing the effect of the structures obscuring lesion visibility
on a typical 2D mammography image. Multiple clinical studies confirmed an increased value of adding DBT
to conventional 2D digital mammography by showing improved sensitivity and/or specificity of radiological
evaluations.4–6
Depending on the breast size and reconstruction interval, the number of reconstructed slices in a DBT
volume may be well above one hundred. The increase in the cost of manual interpretation creates a demand
for the fast and accurate detection algorithms. While a lot of up to date research was focused on CAD for
2D mammography, very few assessed CAD solutions for DBT either for detection of soft tissue densities7–13 or
calcification clusters.14–18
A naive approach of applying CAD for DBT would be the adaptation of the existing solutions for 2D
mammography. Running CAD on reconstructed DBT volumes in a slice-by-slice fashion followed by grouping
of clustering of neighboring detections may result in a performance comparable to 2D mammography. The
less explored path is to develop a CAD algorithm that runs directly on low-dose raw projection images. To
compensate for the absent high frequency details in raw images, one would need to consider all projections in
conjunction making such analysis somewhat equivalent to detection from reconstructed volumes.
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A conventional 2D mammography CAD scheme consists of several steps that may include image preprocessing,
breast segmentation, candidate generation, feature extraction and classification. In a certain scenario, one may
include a postprocessing step that would combine information from multiple views of the breast to produce
more accurate case level decisions. To develop high-performance system, the engineers must spend a lot of time
designing, developing and validating individual features that would ultimately increase the performance of the
system.
Recently there has been a lot of progress in alternative end-to-end learning techniques, notably the work
of Krizhevsky et al.19 on deep convolutional neural networks (CNN), where the learning and classification is
performed using raw pixel data. His team applied the ideas of LeCun et al.20 to the problem of large-scale image
classification. Subsequently solutions based on this architecture were able to achieve state-of-the-art results in
object detection from natural images.21 It is important to emphasize that convolutional neural networks have
been used in the past for mammographic image analysis,22–24 however the deep architectures were not extensively
explored due to considerable computation costs.
The purpose of this work is to evaluate conventional and deep convolutional neural network approaches in
detection and recognition of cancers from 3D reconstructed DBT volumes.

2. METHOD
Our conventional CAD approach was based on an algorithm, originally designed to run on 2D mammography
images and modified to run on a slice-by-slice basis on the reconstructed DBT. The algorithm consisted of a
high sensitivity multiscale candidate generator targeting two soft tissue density abnormality types: masses and
architectural distortions. Each candidate was defined by its coordinates within the reconstructed DBT volume
or a 2D mammography image and approximate size. A simple algorithm based on conditional random field
inference was used to segment the mass candidates. The candidates were then passed to a feature extractor that
was computing over 300 carefully tuned features including multiscale contrast, histogram, gradient, texture, shape
and topology descriptors. The final classifier was trained on a combination of multi-vendor 2D mammography
and 3D DBT data. We selected an ensemble of boosted decision trees as the classifier in the conventional
setup as it had been internally demonstrated to achieve highest classification performance and robust vendor
independence among all explored classification methods. In the postprocessing step, we eliminated majority of
overlapping detections leaving only the ones with the locally maximal classification score. It is possible, however,
that some of the detections would still remain clustered together with little or no overlap. The sketch of the
conventional CAD approach is shown in Figure 1(a).
The difference between the deep learning based and the conventional approaches is in the feature extraction
and classification steps that were substituted by a deep CNN operating directly on sampled image patches as
illustrated in Figure 1(b). Again, the detection pipeline is started with the same candidate generator producing
mass and architectural distortion candidates. Then, for each candidate a square patch was constructed around
it with the side of the square equal to three estimated diameters of the candidate. Such sizing allowed us to
capture full candidate extent plus some surrounding context. Each square patch was then sampled from the
image to have the resolution of 256 by 256 pixels by means of bilinear interpolation. Finally, the brightness of
these patches was linearly scaled to have zero mean and unit standard deviation.
We used BVLC Caffe deep learning framework25 to train a deep CNN with the architecture almost identical
to ”AlexNet”19 that consists of multiple subsequent convolutional layers with maximal pooling and linear rectification in between. The scaled image patches were then used as the inputs and the top softmax unit was set
to discriminate between four classes of candidates: positive and negative masses, positive and negative architectural distortions. All four classes were randomly sampled from the set of candidates produced by the candidate
generator, while the set of positive candidates was augmented by random shifting, rotation and scaling. We
used default network weights initialization and training parameters as supplied by the framework. To process
the sampled patch data, we substituted default three channel RGB input to a single grayscale floating point
input. The learning algorithm was set up to minimize multinomial logistic loss of the softmax with respect to
four class assignments using batch gradient descent. At test time, positive and negative classification was done
by comparing the total probabilities of positive and negative assignments.
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Figure 1. Algorithm scheme for two CAD configurations: (a) feature extraction and classification is performed in conventional way; and (b) sampled candidate patches are classified by deep convolutional neural network.

The remaining CAD step of removing overlapping detections was exactly the same as in the conventional
approach.

3. EXPERIMENT
Because of the limited availability of malignancy-proven cancer cases in our database, we used all suspicious
findings that had been annotated by a radiologist, including cancers and suspicious lesions with non-negative
BI-RADS26 ratings. Each annotation contained a hand-drawn contour of the lesion on a reconstructed slice with
the sharpest lesion appearance. The contour was supplemented with top and bottom delimiting points indicating
the visible extent of the lesion along z-axis. We assembled a training set containing 1864 suspicious soft tissue
density lesions from 2D mammography and 339 lesions from DBT. Approximately a third of these lesions were
proven to be malignant. The 2D mammography subset contained digitized film, CR and DR mammography
images from various vendors. The DBT subset contained exclusively GE SenoClaire 3D DBT volumes. To train
a classifier (either conventional or CNN), for each lesion we identified at most 5 candidates having the largest
overlap with the radiolodist’s annotation and used them as positive examples. For each true positive example
we randomly sampled 10 negative examples from the output of the candidate generator.
Evaluation of both detection schemes was done on an independent test set of 344 reconstructed DBT volumes (GE SenoClaire 3D) containing 328 suspicious lesions among which 115 were proven malignancies. Every
detection mark was counted as a true positive if it had an overlap with the ground truth contour and lied within
the top and bottom delimiting points. A vast majority of the cases that were used for evaluation contained only
a single DBT reconstruction per breast; therefore we reported only the sensitivity on region of interest (ROI)
level which is not directly comparable to the case-based or image-based sensitivity obtained from two-view mammography. We measured sensitivity as a fraction of true positive lesion ROIs to the total number of lesion
ROIs in the test dataset. After the classification and overlap elimination steps had been done, we ranked all
remaining detections by their classification score and produced multiple operating points by changing the rank
threshold within integer range between 0 and 20. We prefer the reporting of marks per volume on the x-axis
to the rate of false positives, as this gives us more consistent measurements of sensitivity and independence of
dataset characteristics (such as ratio of cancer cases to normal cases) across different datasets. Moreover, at the
operating point of 5 marks per image we measured the 95% confidence intervals for the mean sensitivity, average
false positive rate per evaluation set volume and the z-distance between the ground truth contour annotation
and the corresponding detection mark.
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Figure 2. Comparison of conventional and deep learning approaches as a trade-off between region of interest (ROI)
sensitivity and the number of detection marks generated per DBT volume. Performance is evaluated on (a) 328 suspicious
lesions and (b) 115 proven malignant lesions.
Table 1. Comparison of conventional and deep learning approaches at an operating point of 5 detection marks per image.
Evaluation set
328 suspicious lesions
115 malignant lesions
Detection approach
Conventional Deep learning Conventional Deep learning
Mean ROI Sensitivity
0.832 ± 0.040 0.893 ± 0.033 0.852 ± 0.065 0.930 ± 0.046
Detection marks per volume
5
5
5
5
Mean false positives per volume
3.50
3.25
3.28
3.11
Mean vertical offset, mm
2.79
2.59
2.57
1.95

In addition to performance comparison for two approaches, we also constructed a learning curve to understand
and estimate behavior of the deep convolutional neural network depending on amount of available training data.
We obtained the measurements of the CNN’s test accuracy in the scenarios when only a fraction (0.1, 0.2 and
0.5) of the whole training data is available. For each fraction value, we randomly sampled the training data three
times and measured test accuracy as the mean value and 95% confidence intervals for the mean.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The candidate generator that has been used to start off the experiment provided the baseline sensitivity of 1.0
for both malignant and suspicious lesions at an average rate of 1935 marks per volume. The 94.2% of the true
positive detections had an average Jaccard index over 0.5 when comparing to the ground truth contouring, which
indicates the quality of localization and segmentation provided by candidate generator. The deep CNN achieved
classification accuracy of 0.8640. The comparison of detection performance curves for two explored approaches
is shown in Figure 2. Detailed comparison of detection performance at 5 detection marks per image is given
in Table 1. As we can see, the deep learning approach clearly outperforms the conventional approach in terms
of sensitivity in both lesion categories: suspicious (0.832 vs. 0.893) and malignant (0.852 vs. 0.930). Not only
does it provide much higher sensitivity at the same detection mark rate, but it also results in detections that are
closer to the ”sharpest” ground truth slice along z-axis. The number of false positives is also reduced slightly for
the deep learning approach indicating that the detections tend to cluster together near the regions of interest.
These results are particularly interesting in the light of the amount of time needed to engineer deep learning
solution which was measured in several weeks as opposed to months (or years) of conventional feature design
and development. The explored deep architecture allows us to transfer the concepts learned from the analysis of
mammography training data to the detection of soft tissue densities from digital breast tomosynthesis. Moreover,
there is a potential of applying deep CNNs in a sliding window fashion over the entire image that would eliminate
the need of conventional detection steps such as candidate generation and segmentation.
The learning curve in Figure 3 shows that the test accuracy increases with the amount of the training data
and still have the capacity to grow if the deep CNN’s training algorithm received more data. It is reasonable
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Figure 3. Learning curve displaying the effect of training set size on the candidate classification performance. Fraction
value of 1 on the x-axis corresponds to using all 1864 suspicious soft tissue density lesions from 2D mammography and 339
lesions from DBT for deep CNN training. At each of the lower fractions of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5, the training set was randomly
subsampled three times and resultant mean test accuracy value was plotted along with the 95% confidence intervals.

to assume that the increase in the CNN’s accuracy would lead to the increase of the detection performance,
however we did not perform such measurements within this work.
Among the drawbacks of the deep learning comparing to the conventional approach is that the runtime during
the test stage is substantially longer. On the dual Xeon 2.40 GHz workstation and custom Caffe modification it
takes approximately 1 minute to classify 1000 candidate patches in CPU mode, while conventional approach takes
about 20 seconds. Moving the computation to specialized hardware or GPU will help to reduce the computation
time at the expense of the system cost.

5. CONCLUSION
In comparison of conventional approach to deep learning we observed high utility of the latter in the analysis
of digital breast tomosynthesis data and high potential of the method for broader medical image analysis tasks.
Deep feature learning is a new technology enabling rapid development of computer-aided detection systems
superior to the conventional, old generation approaches.
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